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Abstract

Time-dependent theoretical models have been implemented in a 1.5-D transport code to describe the operational

boundaries (L±H transition, ballooning limit) in terms of edge parameters. The width of the H-mode transport barrier

(F. Wagner et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 49 (1982) 1408) is self-consistently calculated and is related to acrit. Access to the

second stable branch of the ballooning modes is possible at high triangularity. Time dependent trajectories are cal-

culated for several machines and the L- to H-mode transition conditions are compared with global scalings. Calibrated

to one experiment (ASDEX-UP), the model yields good agreement with global scaling laws and experimental pedestal

electron temperatures, and is then applied to ITER. Ó 1999 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

In order to predict the behaviour of the L- to H-

mode transition, the boundary conditions to be met, as

well as the plasma behaviour in H-mode [1] for a reactor

class machine such as ITER, a simpli®ed physics model

was developed for the H-mode pedestal region and im-

plemented in the 1.5-D code ASTRA [2]. The starting

point for this model was the work performed on the

experimental plasma edge data and on the edge opera-

tional space diagram (i.e. Te versus ne at the plasma

edge) for di�erent con®nement regimes (L-, H-mode) in

the existing divertor tokamaks [3±6]. Based on this work

several important observations, directing the selection of

physics models for the various boundaries in the edge

operational space diagram, can be made:

· The boundary for Type I ELMs is related to the ideal

ballooning limit, albeit with the possibility to access

the second stable branch in a small radial window

in the edge pedestal area as suggested in Ref. [4]

(needs shaping, i.e. dq95% > 0.2).

· The boundary de®ning the L- to H-mode transition

can be described by a critical b which in turn depends

on collisionality. For a given density gradient it is

thus de®ned by a critical temperature gradient. When

knowing the H-mode pedestal width it can be expres-

sed by a critical edge (electron) temperature mea-

sured also in L-mode at the location a-Dped [3,6,7].

This critical temperature follows roughly a curve giv-

en by b � C me/mi at low edge densities and shows a

weaker density dependence at high edge densities (hy-

pothesis: bcrit increases with collisionality).

· The boundary between Type III / (Type IV) ELMs

and the ELM-free or Type I ELM region seems to

follow a curve which is parallel to the H-mode tran-

sition boundary albeit at higher temperature or high-

er b [4].

· A fourth boundary below which the onset of an X-

point MARFE is observed and consequently a den-

sity limit disruption occurs can be described by a di-

vertor detachment model [8].

Another quite striking observation is that the H-

mode pedestal width seems to scale with machine size
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[8,9]. A possible physics idea based on such a depen-

dence, if con®rmed, is that the pedestal width depends

on the exact shape of the ideal ballooning limit at the

plasma edge including access to the second stable

branch. In this case the bootstrap and other equilibrium

currents and consequently the magnetic shear pro®le will

play a decisive role and would therefore explain the

above mentioned size scaling of the pedestal width.

The above outlined interpretations of experimental

observations were implemented in the ASTRA code in

order to develop a time-dependent model for the L-

mode, L±H transition, and H-mode behaviour and to

investigate if these physics ideas are able to reproduce

experimental ®ndings. The model was tested against

published edge data from various machines [8,10], as

well as against global scaling laws, and was then applied

to ITER parameters.

2. Physics picture of the H-mode pedestal and its

implementation in ASTRA

The global physics picture of the H-mode pedestal

and the L- to H-mode transition which is implemented

in the 1.5-D transport code ASTRA [2] was already

outlined in Ref. [10]. The main di�erence to this previous

work is that no knowledge of the transport barrier width

is assumed in the model. The main questions addressed

here are the mechanism triggering the H-mode, the

evolution of the transport barrier after the H-mode

transition, and the width of this transport barrier.

Our hypothesis is that the L- to H-mode transition is

triggered by the stabilisation of electron drift wave tur-

bulence at the plasma edge and thus is related to a

critical edge b, i.e. a critical edge (electron) temperature

(at a-Dped). This is supported by the above outlined ex-

perimental observations and by earlier work indicating

that near the plasma edge the ion temperature gradient

driven turbulence (ITG) becomes less important for

energy transport than electron drift modes if kT > kn

(e.g. [11,12]) as observed in L-mode. Several theoretical

models for the H-mode transition [13±19] were reviewed

including those following a hypothesis di�erent from our

own. Unfortunately most of the theories do not have a

simple interpretation in terms of observable plasma edge

parameters [8] or do not predict the observed depen-

dence of edge temperature versus edge density (e.g. the

ones based on orbit losses). Theories pursuing the hy-

pothesis suggested by us [14±16] are based on ®nite beta

physics and explore the electron drift wave turbulence at

the plasma edge (Alfven wave turbulence/electron

modes). Two of the models [14±16] agreed reasonably

well with the edge pedestal database. The model based

on the electron Alfven-drift turbulence [16] was chosen

for implementation into the code due to its good

agreement with the experimental database and due to its

relatively simple formalism.

The theory [16] suggests that the electron transport

near the edge is caused by electron drift turbulence

driven by inertia and dissipation. The instability can be

characterised by two dimensionless parameters, the

normalised beta and vn, a normalised collisionality. At

high beta, electron drift waves mix with the Alfven

waves and the unstable long wavelength perturbations

are suppressed when bn > bcrit� 1 + m2=3
n , where

bn � b

�������������
mi

me

k==
kp

s
mn � m

�������������
mi

me

k==
kp

s !1=2

;

(k== � qR, is a parallell wavelength). In our model this

supplies the criterion for the L- to H-mode transition.

The same theory predicts also the anomalous heat

transport coe�cient:

vdr-Alfv: /
Dgyro-Bohm���

l
p m1=3

cr

�������������������������������������������
�1� g2�= 1

m2
cr

�
�g4=3

�s
; �1�

where l is a parallel normalised wave length (kn;T(mi/

me))/k==, mcrit� (1 + b2
n)ÿ3=2, g� mn/mcrit.

Since the main emphasis was on the H-mode trans-

port barrier, a simple transport model was applied for

the plasma core (vL-mode� vH-mode in the core), which

gives L-mode con®nement ®tting reasonably to the

H89P scaling law for the devices considered here.

ve;core � Ccore

����
T
p

B
; vi;core � 0:5Ccore

����
T
p

B
: �2�

As already stated e.g. in Ref. [19] a pressure gradient

dependent radial electric ®eld eE � ÿrp=ne. is an im-

portant factor for the transport improvements during H-

mode in the pedestal region, in particular, for sup-

pressing ion turbulence by Er shear. Due to the mod-

erate pressure gradients in L-mode its e�ect is relatively

small there. However, after stabilisation of the Alfven-

drift modes and the resulting increase in the edge pres-

sure gradient it becomes an important and self-ampli-

fying e�ect. The Er shear is very important for H-mode

con®nement because the increasing temperature gradi-

ents and thus the increase of ITG mode turbulence (not

included in the model, only vcore as de®ned above) would

otherwise cause high energy transport preventing the

formation of a signi®cant transport barrier. Combining

the di�erent contributions to the energy transport for L-

mode results in

vL � vneo � Cdr-Alfv:vdr-Alfv � vcore= 1
�
� CE rE� �2

�
: �3�

The boundary condition on the temperatures are

Te�Ti�T2pt, where T2pt is calculated from a 2-point
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divertor model. The constants Ccore� 2 (keVÿ0:5 T m2/s),

Cdr-Alfv� 0.75 and CE� 2.10ÿ4 (m2/keV)2 were deter-

mined using ASDEX-Upgrade data so as to give rea-

sonable agreement with the L±H power threshold, and

with global con®nement time scalings for L- and H-

mode. The same constants were then used to simulate all

other experiments as well as ITER.

Once the transport in the pedestal region is signi®-

cantly improved, the pressure gradient starts to rise

rapidly until the ideal ballooning boundary [3,4] is

reached. The transport in the model is then increased

such that the edge pressure gradient does not exceed this

limit (simulates Type I ELMs). The related transport

coe�cients are:

vball e;i � Pe;i= rpball ÿ nerTe;i� �; �4�
where Px is a total power across the separatrix.

The limiting pressure gradient rpball is calculated

from an S±a model [20] using the local values of mag-

netic shear, aspect ratio, elongation and triangularity. In

order to reproduce experimental values of pressure

gradients in the edge for ASDEX-UP and JET, the a
obtained from the formula is multiplied by two. The

e�ect of a bootstrap current is included in the shear

calculation, but no allowance is made for the presence of

a separatrix. This approach provides a simpli®ed im-

plementation of ballooning mode driven Type I ELMs

for plasmas with low triangularity.

However, in cases with stronger shaping (higher tri-

angularity, e.g. in DIII-D) and at low shear values,

which might result from the bootstrap current, access to

second stability inside the H-mode pedestal region can

occur, as suggested in Ref. [4] to explain the observed

high pedestal temperatures in DIII-D. To model this

e�ect approximately, a relation has been ®tted to the

results of IDBALL runs [21] which were used to map out

the change in the S±a diagram versus shaping (triangu-

larity) for a simpli®ed equilibrium (elongated but no

separatrix). The ®t describes the value of the minimum

shear on the S±a curve versus the triangularity d

Smin�d� � 0:03� 5:08 d: �5�
The edge transport coe�cients at (or beyond, for second

stability) the ballooning limit are therefore

ve;i � vball e;iH�S ÿ Smin� � vneo e;i; �6�

where H is the Heaviside step function and vneo-e;i the

neoclassical transport coe�cient. The transport is neo-

classical in second stability but follows the ballooning

limit in the ®rst-stable part of the pro®le. Due to the

interplay of triangularity, magnetic shear, the critical

pressure gradient for the onset of ideal ballooning

modes and the access to the second stable ballooning

regime it is important to consider bootstrap currents

which can develop in the pedestal region and are able to

distort the magnetic shear pro®le considerably. The

bootstrap current model included in ASTRA allows

such a self-consistent modi®cation of the magnetic shear

pro®le, but no limit for the edge current is presently

implemented in the model, such as could arise from e.g.

kink modes.

Regrettably as stated in Ref. [8,9] no satisfactory

model for the Type III ELMs was found so far (i.e. no

model which ®ts the edge pedestal data for all machines)

and thus they are presently not treated in the time-de-

pendent code. The Type III ELM behaviour is impor-

tant for the H- to L-mode transition because its

con®nement properties determine if there is a hysteresis

in the H-mode power threshold or not. This is clearly

seen when comparing results from ASDEX-UP [3,7]

which show relatively good con®nement during Type III

ELMs and thus a hysteresis in the H-mode power

threshold, with JET [5], which has close to L-mode

con®nement in the presence of Type III ELMs and

therefore no hysteresis.

In addition particle transport in the rather complex

plasma edge region and the question of an inward drift

term and of its radial dependence is an unsolved prob-

lem. To separate the problems, a calculation of the

particle transport is not carried out, but instead the

density pro®les are prescribed to approximate experi-

mental observations. The density gradients used in the

code for the core and for the pedestal region in L- and

H-modes are listed in Table 1. The edge density gradient

and the separatrix density were varied to trace out the

edge operational space.

The observed steepening of the edge density gradient

on transition into the H-mode was modelled by intro-

ducing a dependence on the pressure gradient, evaluated

over the experimentally determined pedestal width.

(This is the only place where the experimental width

d ÿ exp enters into the simulation.) Thus

Table 1

Density pro®le input parameters (1019 mÿ3,m)

Ñncore nc ÑnL ÑnH ns

ASDEX-UP 4.5 7 40 95 2.2

DIII-D 8.0 4 40 180 1

JET 4.5 7 40 50 2.2

ITER 0.5 11 40 50 3
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rnedge � rnL � rnH� ÿ rnL�
�min 1; rp=rpball I� �jdÿexp

h i
; �7�

where rpball I }is the ballooning limit for ®rst stability,

and

nedge�r� � ns � �r ÿ a�rnedge �8�
The core density gradient was estimated from ex-

perimental measurements and was not varied between

L- and H-mode. The transition between core and edge

occurred at a de®ned value of density nc for each ma-

chine, with a short transition region

ncore�r� � nc � r ÿ aÿ ns ÿ nc

rnedge

� �� �
rncore; �9�

n�r� � 1

1=ncore�r�� �10 � 1=nedge�r�
ÿ �10

 !1=10

: �10�

3. Results obtained for ASDEX-UP, DIII-D, JET and

ITER

For all machines the calculations started in a 1 s (10 s

for ITER) long L-mode with a heating power well below

the H-mode threshold. The heating power was then

ramped up over 3 s (over 30 s for ITER) to a value well

above the H-mode power threshold where it was kept

constant for 1 s (10 s for ITER). The density pro®les

evolved as described above, changing from L- to H-

mode as the Alfven drift stabilised. Fig. 1(a) shows the

behaviour of ASDEX-UP which is typical for all ma-

chines studied. The H-mode transition occurs where the

pedestal electron temperature shows a sharp rise. In

DIII-D, a second sharp rise in Te-ped [Fig. 1(b)] occurs

when second stability is obtained. ITER also transits

brie¯y into second stability [Fig. 1(c)], but reverts soon

after the H-mode transition into ®rst stability.

The main results for all the above machines in terms

of global parameters derived from the simulations are

summarised in Table 2 (L-mode taken at 3 s, 30 s for

ITER; H-mode taken at 7 s, 70 s for ITER, times cor-

respond to Fig. 1). The L-mode con®nement times for

the existing machines follow the H-dgP scaling. How-

ever, for ITER, the L-mode con®nement time predicted

by the same model is quite high, H-dgP� 1.5. The power

needed for the L- to H-mode transition for all machines

is within �30% of the threshold power scaling law [22].

For ITER the threshold power is ÿ15% of the scaling

law prediction (~200 MW) even at the rather high den-

sity of 1.1 ´ 1020 mÿ3. In the presence of 50 : 50 D±T fuel

the net additional heating power (Pthreshold ÿ Palpha)

needed to obtain an H-mode transition in ITER is thus

only <50 MW. The heating power calculated does not

account for radiation losses (25% in the model) which is

also the case for the global scaling. In this context the

result is rather optimistic because it represents only half

of the total alpha heating power in an ignited ITER

machine.

Due to the lack of a reliable model for Type III

ELMs we can make no statement of their impact on

con®nement and their threshold in terms of pedestal

temperature and power in ITER. The model assumes

that the Type III ELM threshold can be exceeded in all

machines including ITER, which results in the predicted

energy con®nement times during H-mode that agree

Fig. 1. Electron temperature on top of the pedestal, critical

temperature for the H-mode transition, heating power, vs. time

for ASDEX-UP (a), DIII-D (b) and ITER (c). Time at which

the H-mode transition is expected from the scaling laws [22] is

indicated by ``scaled''. The H-mode transition in the model

(time for which the power equals the power required for the

transition) is represented by the sharp increase in Te;pedestal.

Table 2

Simulation results

H-89P PLH/Pref
thresh. H-97E after transition Te-ped (keV) Dped (cm)

ASDEX-UP 1.17 0.75 1.06 0.35 2±3

DIII-D 1.04 1.30 1.39 1.1 1±2

JET 1.08 0.90 1.05 1.5 3±6

ITER 1.50 0.85 0.99 2.5 10±20
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again very well with the H-97E scaling (Table 2). An

exception is DIII-D which shows ~35% better con®ne-

ment than the global scaling, because after the H-mode

transition a signi®cant part of the pedestal enters second

stability (Fig. 2). The resulting high pedestal (electron)

temperature agrees well with the experimental value

(Fig. 3). Without second stability, the temperature stays

near half the experimental value and the width of the H-

mode pedestal is wider than the experimental width. It

should be noted that the transition to second stability in

the code is very sensitive to input parameters, such as the

prescribed edge density pro®le, and is only obtained by

introducing a linear increase of the triangularity by 50%

over the last 5% of the radius. The justi®cation for this

increase is the presence of the separatrix, and the dis-

tortion associated with it. For JET (Fig. 4) we also ob-

serve a very small region of second stability at the

outboard edge of the plasma, but the global parameters

are insensitive to this e�ect. In ITER simulations, second

stability was obtained transiently during the power ramp

phase [Fig. 1(c)], but the pro®les re-adjust shortly after

the transition and the steady-state solution is in ®rst

ballooning mode stability.

The pedestal width for the electron temperatures is

determined by acrit and is self-consistently calculated for

all machines by the model without any further as-

sumptions. In several test runs performed with the code

it can be seen (also from Figs. 2±4) that the prescription

of the density pro®les do not necessarily prescribe the

width of the Te pedestal. Fig. 2 shows the comparison

with ASDEX-Upgrade. The match is quite good except

for some di�erences inside the pedestal region. It is also

obvious from Fig. 3 that if the plasma is able to access

the second stable branch over a signi®cant part of the

pedestal, Te-ped increases and the Te-pedestal width de-

creases. While the calculated Te pro®le is even steeper

than the experimental one (Fig. 3), this behaviour re-

produces quite nicely the trends which could be inferred

from observations in present experiments. It explains,

for example, the di�erences between ASDEX-UP and

DIII-D, where the pedestal width and the pedestal

temperature for two similar size machines are di�erent

(Figs. 2 and 3). If however DIII-D's pedestal region is in

second stability due to its stronger shaping and ASDEX-

UP (low triangularity) cannot access second stability,

then the di�erences occur naturally. A second experi-

mental indication supporting the above physics ideas is

the fact that in JET ELM free H-modes the pedestal

temperatures are higher or at least comparable to ELMy

H-modes, while the pedestal width is �50% smaller [23].

This could be explained if ELM-free H-modes can access

second stability, whereas the frequent ELMs in ELMy

H-modes might not allow a su�cient bootstrap current

to develop for shear reduction and access to second

stability. This feature, however, is not implemented in

the code.

Finally, the model was used to reproduce the H-

mode transition and the ballooning boundary in the

Fig. 2. Pro®les of the experimental Te (squares), the ne used in

the code (circle), the calculated Ti (open triangle) and the cal-

culated Te vs. minor radius for ASDEX-UP.

Fig. 3. Pro®les of the experimental Te (squares), the ne used in

the code (circle), the calculated Ti (open triangle) and the cal-

culated Te vs. minor radius for DIII-D. The steep calculated

electron temperature gradient arising from the access to second

stability can be seen.

Fig. 4. Pro®les of the ne used in the code (circle), the calculated

Ti (open triangle) and the calculated Te vs. minor radius for

JET. A pronounced pedestal in the electron temperature with a

width comparable to the experiment can be seen [23].
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edge operational space diagram and to compare the re-

sults with those obtained from the 0-D model (edge

operational space diagram given by analytical formulae

[8,9]). The ASDEX-UP results obtained by both meth-

ods agree rather well aside from the somewhat lower H-

mode threshold derived from the 1.5-D model. In ITER

the H-mode threshold calculated by the 1.5-D model is

slightly higher than predicted by the 0-D model and the

ballooning limit is signi®cantly lower in the 1.5-D re-

sults. The discrepancy for the ballooning limit can be

explained by the fact that in the 1.5-D model acrit re-

mains in the ®rst stable regime while for the 0-D model

an enhancement of a with triangularity was assumed [8],

i.e. access to second stability over part of the pedestal.

However, the 1.5-D model run for ITER also makes a

brief transition into the second stable regime (Fig. 1(c))

and the resulting Te-ped agrees quite well with the 0-D

model during this short phase. As stated above the ac-

cess to second stability is rather sensitive in the model.

Generally, the 0-D approach published earlier [8,9] and

the 1.5-D approach for generating the edge operational

space agree reasonably well, providing some con®dence

in the predictions.

4. Discussion and conclusions

Generally, the present model does rather well in

matching the trends seen in experiments as regards

global con®nement scalings, L±H power threshold,

pedestal width, and pedestal temperature and shows that

the physics ideas implemented in the ASTRA code point

in the right direction for understanding H-mode be-

haviour. It is, however, not claimed that with such a

simple model all experimental observations can be

quantitatively reproduced or that the simple theoretical

representations of the physics ideas do not need further

improvements. The model and its results presented here

should be viewed as an initial attempt to integrate the

various physics e�ects which play a role for the forma-

tion and sustainment of H-modes and which have to be

understood in order to predict the behaviour of future

machines such as ITER. Therefore this work should be

seen as a status report on the beginning of a probably

rather lengthy development.

Major improvements are necessary, notably in the

treatment of the ballooning boundary (Eq. (4) of this

paper) and second stability access. Further code runs

with a stability code such as IDBALL are required,

ideally including the e�ect of a separatrix, to determine

these boundaries, so that a suitable parametrisation can

be developed. The treatment of transport in second

stability, as well as possible mechanisms for limiting the

edge bootstrap current, i.e. the second stable region,

must be evaluated and revised. A theoretical model for

Type III ELMs must be developed and implemented,

since this mechanism determines the hysteresis in L±H

and H±L transitions. Other theoretical models for the

H-mode transition trigger can be also tested if they are

simple enough for implementation or if their results can

be parameterised. A self-consistent model for particle

transport remains to be developed, as does a better

model for core energy transport.
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